Ancestresscy
Spirit Grand Daughter
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A New Beginning
Congratulations you’ve made it! You have arrived at the final module.

Over these past weeks (months!) doors have been opened, secrets found, wounds washed and
fragmented stories re-woven. Our course and this stage of your Ancestressal Healing is winding
to an end.

But really, now that you have started this work, the oeuvre of reclaiming, healing and reweaving
of your Sacred Ancestressal Wisdom – Do you believe that this sacred work can ever truly end?
Could you return to perceiving your MotherLine, your Mother or Yourself the way you did before
the course started?

I believe that our MotherLines are a tapestry of souls and our everyday lives are the continuance
of their living beauty and art.

Your choices, your decisions, your actions big and small, the worldly and mundane nuances of
your life all shape the colours and textures of your MotherLine.

Irrespective if you have children or not, your breath, your smile, your anger, your fears and your
passions – directly affect your succeeding generations. Your actions model your beliefs to
younger generations and your daily interactions, your political decisions, your community action

or inaction all have a bearing on how Humanity will experience life for generations to come.

Your actions create patterns that matter.

Whether or not they are of benefit to the future is entirely up to you.

Once remembered, your Ancestressal herstories will never again be silent to you. From the
voiceless waste ground of unimportance, you have raised the names and the life stories of your
womenfolk and you have resurrected the wealth of their ordinary lives.
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You now have the rich insight of understanding where and who you came from. From the inside
out and for better and for worse, you can now own your belonging.

From now on as you make decisions or cross significant thresholds, your knowledge of the twists
your Ancestresses’ lives took, can give you the freedom to choose to follow their course or turn
the other way. You now have this wisdom.

This course has enabled you to awaken your mothering ghosts and through this deep soul work,
rather than having their unconscious patterns haunt your habitual behaviour and DNA, you can
now transform your inherited memories, losses and fears, into heroine stories and courageous
empathy. You now have the power to choose to continue, repeat or replace your MotherLines’
spectral templates.

From now on, the ordinary lives of your maternal ancestors will affect you – consciously. You can
now choose to the Be the One who continues, or breaks, your ancestral chains.

You can also choose with everyday consciousness, to be the One who pioneers.

You can be the woman who starts new ways and forges new paths of authenticity and
sovereignty.

You can be the One who reawakens the soul truths that have laid dormant in your maternal codes
and be to one to resurrect and cement the sacred texture of your MotherLine’s Divine Feminine
wisdom into your own and your children’s bones.

You can now be the Strong Woman for your Future Generations.

You can be the one who creates new beginnings.

You can now step into your role as a MotherLIne Guardian.

You can be a Keeper of MotherLine Wisdom.
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Our Soul’s Journey
For the most part women, we start their Ancestressal Healing for themselves. It’s usually a big
personal urge that enrols women into this course.

Women usually join Ancestresscy to end their pain of disconnection, to fix a fractured relationship
or to heal.

But what usually happens (and often quite miraculously) is that somewhere between empathy
and the confrontation of owning their own closed heartedness, they realise that their small sense
of self - their ‘me’ has become permanently unravelled. Their isolated, rejected, abandoned and
alone sense of self has been teased (or blown!) apart and what is left is an embodied and tangible
gnowing of their place, within their ancestral collective. Their me has been replaced by ‘we’.

We are not ever single, alone, disconnected, small and separate.

We are always connected.

Somewhere between the passionate yearning to do this work and the panicked need to run as
far away from it as possible, we find that we are always a composite of stories, lifetimes, layers
and influences. Eventually, we begin to realise that every aspect of our lives is in some way
bound into our generational herstories like our spirit is secured by our breath into our flesh. Our
MotherLine is always with us. We carry them with us where ever we go.

We also realise that our healing IS their healing. Our mother's cure is our own.

Our Mothers, our Grandmothers, our Ancient Ancestresses, our menfolk and our children are
healed and transformed as we are healed and transformed by this work. It affects our very core
of relating, it affects our authenticity, it makes us real.

The healing of all and our belonging to all becomes the tangible gnowing of our everyday lives….
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Our Legacy
Once this work has started we cannot go back into silence although we can rest in denial for a
while … and then, when we realise that the freedom of healing is greater than the freedom of
being the righteous or wounded child, we move into a new sense of power.

We become The Woman who makes changes – to make sure what was wronged never is
wronged again.

Your life is the living freedom that your Ancestresses could only dream about, it is their gift to
you. However your healing or any benefit this course might give you, not only belongs to you,
but it also belongs to your whole MotherLine including the next seven generations. Your healing
belongs to the souls that your soul has karmic responsibility for. This course is my sacred
activism. It is the blending of spiritual mysticism and a sincere call for personal, generational and
planetary change.

To finish this course properly, we need to use our sacred imagination one more time and travel
far into the future and feel deeply into what our souls are called to do for the wellbeing of the
next seven generations. Historians say a generation is roughly 25 years, so our final work of this
Ancestresscy course is to travel 175 years into the future and dream into the lives of our Spirit
Grandchildren’s humanity.

What are they asking from us? What are we here to do – for them?

What is your Generational Call to Action?
To aid you in this home play, please participate in this week's zoom call and receive the Seven
Generations Meditation transmission to connect with your future Sprit Grand Daughters.

•

What is/are the Ancestressal pattern(s) that you are here to stop?

•

What generational wound or injustice are you here to make right?

•

What deed in the past (your own or generational) is your soul called to amend?

•

What action are you going to take today to set your Spirit Grand Daughters (your offspring
of the next seven generations) free?
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Final Wisdom Stone : Your Bequest to your Spirit, GrandDaughter
Spend some sacred time connecting with your Ancestressal Lineage. Then call your foremothers
by name and feel them standing behind you.

Now with your sacred imagination, feel into your body and explore the gnowing and insight that
this course has awakened within you. Feel it all and open your capacity to be with all that has
arisen without judgement, reaction or analysis. Allow yourself to deepen your capacity to BE with
the rich, vast crazy awesomeness that is your MotherLine.

Take the time to see you as the Strong Woman of your MotherLine. Allow yourself to
acknowledge the impact and blessing your sacred healing work has given you and all those
connected – past and present to you and your MotherLine.

Now feel into your daughter’s (or son’s, nieces, nephews, godchildren’s) generation and then into
your grandchildren’s generation. Then, generation by generation, move approximately 175 years
into the future. Now search through your Dreaming and Gnowing to find her, the soul called to
continue this work, the one who is the Wisdom Keeper for the next seven generations …. Meet
her, see her in your sacred imagination – allow your inner gnowing to ‘know’ her.

Now feel what you feel she wants from you – either as support, knowledge, preparation or
blessings. Now call the wisdom stone for your Spirit Grand Daughters.

Please note, the generation your soul is called to nurture may not be bound to you by ancestral
bonds. Please trust your own Gnosis if you are not a biological mother and ask your Soul and
Great Spirit where your sacred activism and protection is called … it might be to our planet or her
sentient beings …

Next, see if what you felt and what was called is the same. Open-mindedly explore what you
believe is being evoked or asked of you. Now allow yourself to drop deeply into a liminal space
and let your Dreaming bring a call to action and a plan to your cognitive mind. Now answer these
questions:
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What legacy is your soul called to provide for future generations?

What blessing will you bequeath to your Spirit Grand Daughters?

Please record your findings in your beautiful journal and on your wisdom stone sheet.

Thankyou for journeying with us this far xx
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